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Background
Research indicates that 20-30% of women in treatment for Anorexia Nervosa (AN) 
meet diagnostic criteria for autism (Westwood et al., 2017). There may be an 
autism-specific profile of restrictive eating disorders (RED; Brede et al., 2020). AN is 
commonly driven by body weight and shape concerns. However, these factors may 
play less of a role for REDs in autistic individuals, whereas other factors, e.g. sensory 
sensitivities and interoceptive difficulties, may be more important (Brede et al., 2020). 

Aims
● To describe RED presentations in autistic women and to assess the role of potential 

contributing factors (body shape concerns, interoceptive difficulties, sensory 
sensitivities) via a comparison of autistic women with a RED (Autism+REDs), 
non-autistic women with a RED (REDs only) and autistic women without a RED 
(Autism only). 

Hypotheses
● Autism+REDs will self-report fewer body shape concerns than REDs only, with 

Autism only reporting the least.
● Autism+REDs will self-report more interoceptive difficulties and more sensory 

sensitivities than Autism only and REDs only. 

Methods
● 209 participants were recruited via NHS services, charities (Autistica and Beat) and 

social media. 
● Inclusion criteria were a formal autism and/or RED diagnosis (AN, Atypical AN, 

Avoidant/Restrictive Food Intake Disorder (ARFID), Other Specified Feeding and 
Eating Disorder (OSFED).  

● Participants completed an online survey, including measures of ausitic traits, eating 
disorder presentation and potential contributing factors. 

● Autistic advisors were involved in the study design.

Measures
● Ritvo Autism Asperger Diagnostic Scale –14 (RAADS-14; Eriksson, Andersen & 

Bejerot, 2013)
● Eating Disorder Examination-Questionnaire (EDE-Q; Fairburn & Beglin, 1994)
● SWedish Eating Assessment for Autism spectrum disorders (SWEAA; Karlsson, 

Råstam, & Wentz, 2013)
● Body Shape Questionnaire (BSQ; Cooper, Taylor, Cooper, & Fairbum, 1987)
● Interoception Sensory Questionnaire (ISQ; Fiene, Ireland & Brownlow, 2018) 
● Glasgow Sensory Questionnaire (GSQ; Robertson & Simmons, 2013)

Results
One-way between-subject ANOVAs or Welch’s F test were used to compare groups on all 
variables. Mean scores, main effects, and significant post-hoc differences for demographic 
and clinical variables are presented in Table 1. Mean scores and significant post-hoc 
differences for sensory sensitivities, interoceptive difficulty and body shape concerns are 
presented in Figure 1. Analyses were repeated using ANCOVAs to control for differences in 
age. Effect of group remained the same for all outcome variables.

Table 1
Mean(SD) for demographic and clinical variables

Autism+ 
REDs 
(n=51)

REDs only 
(n=110)

Autism 
only 
(n=48)

Main effect Significant post-hoc 
group differences (α=.05)

Age 
(years)

30.9 (11.5) 30 (9.3) 38.6 (11.6) F(2,206)=11.87, 
p<.001, η2=.103

Autism only > 
Autism+REDs; 
Autism only > REDs only

RAADS-
14

35.06 
(5.83)

17.2 
(10.88)

32.83 (7.6) Welch’s F(2, 
119.39)=97.56, 
p<.001, η2=.461

Autism only > REDs only; 
Autism+REDs > REDs only

EDE-Q 
Global

3.46 (1.43) 4.27 (1.15) 1.75 (1.3) F(2,206)=67.00, 
p<.001, η2=,394

REDs only > Autism+REDs 
> Autism only

SWEAA 50.47 
(11.48)

41.08 
(13.5)

31.8 
(14.23)

F(2,206)=26.52, 
p<,.001, 
η2=.205

Autism+REDs > REDs only 
> Autism only

Body Shape Concern
● There was a significant effect of BSQ total scores for the three groups, F(2, 206)=47.164, 

p<.001, η2=.314. 
● This was driven by REDs only scoring significantly higher than the other two groups. 
Additionally, Autism+REDs scored significantly higher than Autism only (see figure 1a).

Interoception
● There was a significant effect of ISQ total scores for the three groups, F(2, 206)=12.07, 

p<.001, η2=.105. 
● This was driven by Autism+REDs scoring significantly higher than the other two groups 

(see figure 1b).

Sensory Sensitivities
● There was a significant effect of GSQ total scores for the three groups, F(2, 206)=33.48, 

p<.001, η2=.245. 
● This was driven by Autism+REDs and Autism only scoring significantly higher than REDs 

only (see figure 1c).

Discussion
● Autistic women with REDs present with fewer traditional eating disorder symptoms than other women with REDs, but with significantly more autism-specific eating difficulties, 

suggesting that they may have an autism-specific REDs profile, which differentiates them from other women with REDs. 
● Typical disordered eating cognitions such as body shape concerns still exist for many autistic women with REDs (compared to autistic women without REDs), but this seems to be to a 

lesser extent than for other women with REDs, suggesting they may play less of a role in the development and/or maintenance of their REDs.
● Autistic women with REDs reported significantly more interoceptive difficulties compared to both other groups. This suggests that they may play a contributing role in the development 

and/or maintenance of their REDs. 
● Sensory sensitivities were heightened in autistic women with REDs compared to non-autistic women with REDs, which is important to note, as it may affect their treatment experience. 

However, their levels of sensory sensitivities are comparable to other autistic women, suggesting that there may not be a direct link between sensory sensitivities and REDs in autistic 
women. Future research should consider potential differences in the profile of sensory sensitivities and variables that might mediate the relationship between sensory sensitivities and 
restrictive eating for autistic people.

Implications
This study provides insights into potential mechanisms underlying REDs in autistic individuals, which can help ED services to improve the way they treat and engage with autistic 
individuals. It could also inform the development of autism-specific interventions to treat and prevent REDs in autistic people.
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Figure 1

Mean total scores for BSQ, ISQ and GSQ  with Error bars (95% CI) per group and significant group differences

Note. **=p<.01; ***=p<.001
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